
TYPING A THESIS IN LATEX

Abstract This article provides useful tools to write a thesis with LATEX. It analyzes the typical problems that arise while
writing a thesis with LaTeX and suggests.

Why did I use LaTeX? In thesis. I would also recommend looking at beamer for presentation. See here: tex. I
strongly suggest to split up every chapter into an individual file and load them in the main tex-file. For my
PhD, I decided to use Overleaf. Lists with generally recommended packages have already been linked by
others, so I'll avoid repeating those here. I admit, it takes some time to get to know several commands before
you are able to tune the style exactly the way you want it, but the LaTeX community is big and happy to help!
For example, one popular tool today is Overleaf , which has some pretty nice features, such as collaborative
writing and direct submission to journals. June by tom 16 Comments Writing a thesis is a time-intensive
endeavor. These things are added only when you decide to convert your raw. Obtaining good results is a
matter of choosing tens of packages and patches, which can generate confusing results if you do not know
what is going on. Here are the reasons why I was finally convinced to use LaTeX: LaTeX is light Opening and
editing your document is really fast as it contains plain text only. Follow a short tutorial There are plenty of
free good tutorials available on the internet. I also read about some people who wrote their whole thesis in R
Markdown. Personally, I use draft a lot. Maybe find one for the editor that you decided to use. The second one
is what I prefer. Notepad So I was left with only one more option: LaTeX Our Maths professor motivated us
to use LaTeX in the Math courses during our bachelor years to digitalise exercises and share them with other
students. Alternatively, if you want to avoid installing anything, you could use one of the online available
LaTeX editors. Happy TeXing! Markdown I use R Markdown a lot for drafting short reports of R analyses.
Marton agrees. How does the bibliography need to be formatted? Nevertheless, maybe these tips could get you
started and avoid some of the things that I struggled with: Find a good template You need to start somewhere.
Read "A short guide to LaTeX" to begin, look at this post: tex. Check with your college or university. There
are great communities that probably have answered your question, such as the LaTeX Stack Exchange. For a
more sophisticated title page, the titlespages package has a nice collection of pre-formatted front pages.


